


When a timid, low-level corporate demon gets promoted to CEO of Hell LLP, he must 
overcome jealous adversaries, office politics, physical dangers and his own personal 

demons to learn what is broken in hell, and figure out how to fix it to save the universe.



Hell LLP. Where devils and demons work to spread evil throughout the world. Immersed in a morass of 
expensive but ill-fitting suits, unproductive meetings that stretch on for hours, synergistic ideations that target 
performance measures on a go-forward basis, and floor after floor after floor of cubicles, it truly is, corporate hell.

The story centers around Azmodeus. He is a cubicle-bound drone in a sea of cubicle-bound drones. Dedicated to 
doing things the right way, not the easy way, he is often in conflict with his co-workers and supervisors, who are, 
after all, demons, and are obsessed with cutting corners, grasping for power and basically all the bad behaviours 
that any corporate environment encourages. Az sees a better way, but is powerless to do anything about it.

One day, a phone call changes everything, as he is summoned to the top office to discover that Lucifer has 
retired, and selected Az to replace him as CEO of Hell LLP. In trying to learn the ropes, Az finds out that he is 
vastly unprepared for this role, which comes with new, powerful enemies, limited resources, and a threat to the 
very fabric of Hell that he must solve. With the help of his Advocate, Persephone, he faces other power-hungry 
demons, office politics, and physical dangers while trying to unravel the tenuous clues that Lucifer has left 
behind. What he finds may tip the balance, and teach him just what is necessary about evil.



Thanks to grants from Telus STORYHIVE, the 
Group of Rogues has been able to produce a 
pilot webisode, a digital short called Recruiting 
Hell, and the first six episodes of Necessary 
Evil, all set within the same universe and based 
around the same characters. The Rogues also 
produced The Hellevator Project, a series on 
100 Instagram videos set in the same world, 
that were shot, edited and posted in one day.

Technical
Six Episode Webseries (also one-hour cut)

Country: Canada

Language: English

Genre: Supernatural Dark Comedy

Webisode Run Times:  

 Episode One - 11:01  Episode Four - 12:21

 Episode Two - 11:34 Episode Five - 8:28

 Episode Three - 7:53 Episode Six - 7:59

Full Edit Run Time: 53:22

Format: HD, Stereo, 2.39:1

Backgrounder
Necessary Evil was created by Randy Brososky through his production company Group of Rogues. The six digital 
episodes of Necessary Evil are the first of fifteen that have been written, which in total comprise the first of five 
(or more) seasons. Though produced for web, the storyworld is robust and the producers are looking to develop 
the series for television.

What’s hellish about hell is not lakes of fire, or demons with pitchforks. It’s lakes of bureaucracy and demons 
with briefcases. It’s actioning synergistic solutions on a go-forward basis. It’s printing emails to be scanned and 
faxed in triplicate. The power struggles are based on the struggles and games we see every day in corporations 
and governments. The most recognizable characteristics of the demons we see are their very human and very 
familiar traits.

Brososky’s fascination with story has often been driven by the question, ‘What if this is real, but it’s not what you 
think it is?’ The story and universe come from exploration of this question, and the thematic exploration of “What 
is easy, vs. what is right.”



Filmmakers
RANDY BROSOSKY - Writer, Lead, Executive Producer

Randy is an actor, a Rosie Award-winning screenwriter, a director and a 
producer. With over 25 years performing on stage and screen, Randy has 
spent his life immersed in sharing engaging stories with audiences.

On screen, Randy has portrayed a wide variety of characters in Blackstone, 
Mixed Blessings, Truckstop Bloodsuckers, Burlesque Assassins, All My Sins, 
Life Undercover, The Pharmacist and of course, Necessary Evil. Stage roles 
include Cyrano de Bergerac, Guildenstern in Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are 
Dead, and Sweeney Todd.

Randy won the 2019 Rosie Award for Best Screenwriter (Drama Under 30 
Minutes) for his writing of Necessary Evil, and is also the writer of Recruiting 
Hell and one of the writers of The Hellevator Project.

As a director, Randy helmed Recruiting Hell, the festival favourite Plight: A Comic Book Rock Opera and many of 
the episodes in The Hellevator Project.

Randy is also the creator and an executive producer for all the projects in the Necessary Evil universe.

Randy has a passion for stories in multiple genres that examine authentic human truths and real relationships, 
and which encourage self-reflection in audiences.

CHRISTOPHER DONALDSON - Director

Christopher started his career in the comic book industry as an artist, which 
led to working on the animated television shows Batman, Gen 13 and 
Earthworm Jim. His career shifted into storyboarding ‘live action’ advertising, 
working alongside some of the most talented directors in the world. Honing 
his visual storytelling skills with each new project, he sieged into directing on 
his own with a series of award winning music videos.

At the same time Christopher wrote feature film screenplays writing on 
projects such as an animated film for Jackie Chan, a sequel to Judge Dredd, 
Pressed, Bloodrayne 2, Act Of War and the feature film adaptation to the hit 
Graphic Novel series Preacher to name a just a few. Wanting to push the 
boundaries of storytelling Christopher sieged into writing and directing within 

the video game industry where he wrote such classic games as the multi billion dollar franchise Need For Speed 
and the snowboarding hit SSX among many, many others he had his hand in creating.

With the a thick backlog of experience under his belt Christopher forged into directing razor sharp award winning 
commercials, taking on world class clients such as clients Nike, Ford Toyota and Shell Oil. 

Famous for his ‘artist’s eye’ and his ‘writer’s head’ Chris’ award winning storytelling skills and boundary 
pushing visual style are driving him to create some truly visceral, memorable — and most important to Chris 
— emotional work. With great success in multiple storytelling media Chris has now set his sights on writing and 
directing the ‘ultimate horror film.’ 



MARLISS WEBER - Executive Producer

Marliss Weber is an award-winning writer, producer and communications 
consultant based in Edmonton, Alberta.

As a producer, Marliss got her start with Global Television, and has produced 
more than 200 regional and national commercials. That work continued 
with her involvement with Group of Rogues, and she and her partner Randy 
have produced numerous corporate videos for organizations like the City of 
Edmonton, the University of Alberta, and the Legal Education Society of Alberta. 
Marliss is the winner of several RTNDA, CAB and Television Bureau of Canada 
awards for her commercial and video work.

Most recently, Marliss was Executive Producer on Group of Rogues’ scripted 
drama webseries, Necessary Evil. She has also been involved in all of the 

projects produced in the Necessary Evil universe, as a producer, writer and actor.

As a journalist, Marliss has published hundreds of clips, and her feature writing has been recognized with multiple 
AAN and Alberta Magazine Awards. Her creative writing has been published in literary journals, and she was short-
listed for the international Fish Award for creative writing.

When she’s not writing and producing, she serves as Principal Strategist with her communications firm Parodos 
Social Marketing, where she uses her writing and storytelling chops to create foundational communications 
strategies and campaigns that lead to social change.

Marliss holds a smattering of degrees and diplomas in the arts and social sciences. She is most proud of her BA in 
English (Great Distinction), and her MA in Communications and Technology from the University of Alberta. For her 
thesis project, she wrote a play about cyber bullying that toured junior high schools. 

Marliss enjoys cats, wine and show tunes, in that order.

CHESTER SIT - Producer

Ever since starting his filmmaking career with one of the largest production 
companies in Western Canada, Chester has produced projects ranging in 
scope from music videos for indie bands to television series for national 
broadcasters. He has the reputation of being one of the best hands-on 
producers around, a nuts and bolts executive who has worked in almost every 
role in the film industry.  

From his early beginnings as a locations P.A., to working as a first A.D., an 
editor, and even directing, his myriad of experiences have taught him how 
to stretch every dollar, while maintaining high production value. Chester also 
understands the challenges and opportunities that come with producing 
projects within the Canadian film industry. Tax credits, NGO financing sources, 
and government funding are just some of the components of producing in 

Canada that Chester understands in great depth. 

His 15-year-career in producing spans multiple genres, from television series (“Caution: May Contain Nuts”, 
“Necessary Evil”) to documentaries (“The Shift – The Story of the China Clipper”, “Soul on Ice:  Past, Present, 
and Future”) and narrative features (“The Pharmacist/Le Pharmacien”). He has delivered projects to APTN, CBC, 
OMNI TV, and Superchannel, just to name a few. Chester is committed to bringing the most crowd-pleasing 
entertainment to audiences everywhere. 



TREVOR DEVALL - Hades

Trevor is a Canadian voice actor, actor and podcaster. He is best known for 
voicing Hot Dog in Krypto the Superdog, Rocket Raccoon in the animated TV 
series Guardians of the Galaxy, Emperor Palpatine in Lego Star Wars, Pyro 
in X-Men Evolution, Dukey in seasons 5 and 6 of Johnny Test, and various 
characters in the Netflix original series F Is for Family, as well as providing 
voices in English-language versions of various anime series, most notably 
as Mu La Flaga from Mobile Suit Gundam SEED, Mukotsu from InuYasha, 
Scourge from Transformers: Cybertron, Mr. Chang from Black Lagoon, and 
Aizawa from Death Note. He also voiced Hermiod on Stargate Atlantis and 
Ravus Nox Fleuret in the Final Fantasy XV video game and Kingsglaive: Final 
Fantasy XV feature film. Other than that, he voiced Mars in the Dota 2 video 
game. On camera, he played Sir Atticus Moon in Big Time Movie.

Guest Stars
MARK MEER - Mephistopheles

Mark is known worldwide as the voice of Commander Shepard in Bioware’s 
Mass Effect Trilogy, and also voices several other characters in the series, 
including Blasto, the entire Vorcha species, and the “Biotic God”, Niftu 
Cal. Mark plays multiple roles throughout Bioware’s Dragon Age series, 
and appears as dozens of characters in the original Baldur’s Gate games, 
Beamdog’s Baldur’s Gate Enhanced Edition, Baldur’s Gate 2: Enhanced 
Edition, and Baldur’s Gate: Siege of Dragonspear. He currently stars as pilot 
William MacKenzie in the ongoing post-apocalyptic survival game The Long 
Dark by Hinterland Studio. Other voice work includes Bioware’s Jade Empire, 
Blue Wizard Digital’s 1980’s slasher-horror homage Slayaway Camp, rom-
com visual novel Arcade Spirits, and Chapterhouse Studio’s Captain Canuck: 
The Prometheus Protocol. Mark is a veteran of CBC Radio’s The Irrelevant 

Show, a cast member and writer on APTN’s CAUTION: May Contain Nuts, and a co-creator, writer, and star of the 
award-winning TV series Tiny Plastic Men, available on Amazon Prime in Canada, the U.S.A., and the U.K.



Writer’s Statement of Intent
“We’re creating a fictional world that is not that foreign to a lot of people who 
work in corporations,” says Randy Brososky, series creator. “If you’ve had a desk 
job in an office, odds are that Necessary Evil will seem less fantastical and more 
tragically familiar.

“Reverse-engineering the stories and mythologies we have has always been 
fascinating to me. Using a fictional, fantastical device to examine humanity gives 
us a unique, and almost objective view of our own human nature. If legend and 
myth are how we’ve passed on our world-views and value systems throughout 
history, then re-writing legend and myth allows us to re-examine our assumptions, 
and the belief systems we have developed.

“The world behind the story is enormous, and there are so many stories we 
want to tell. Why was Azmodeus chosen? What happened to Lucifer? Why is 
the corporation falling apart? There is also so much of the world that we have 
developed and wish to explore: Where does Persephone go for the other half of 
her day? What is happening on earth? How does God fit in to all of this? We have 
re-engineered such an interesting mythology, based on some fundamental ‘what 
if’s’ about the meaning of life, and we’ve only just passed along the briefest of 
hints of that deeper meaning. We’re anxious to keep telling the story and revealing 
our hypothesis about the machine that drives existence, from the big issues of 
life and death, all the way down to the banal issues like finding the toner for the 
photocopier.”

Director’s Statement of Intent
“Necessary Evil taps into the tropes, storylines and relationships we are familiar 
with from decades of pop culture in a very authentic and surprisingly real-world 
way. Azmodeus is an Everyman, especially to anyone who has worked in an office 
or a large corporation, and who has seen how bureaucracy and administration can 
actually get in the way of the work you’re trying to do. It’s about different kinds of 
power, and how real personal power has nothing to do with strength or authority, 
but confidence, determination and the support of others. And woven in, in a subtle 
way, are reflections on humanity and human nature. For a world full of demons 
and devils, it was important to me that though it feels somewhat magical (it is Hell, 
after all) that it also feels familiar. That we recognize the characters in Necessary 
Evil as reflections of people we know. And that the stories we tell have some 
resonance and meaning in our own lives. That’s what a good genre story is: a way 
to reflect our world back at us, in a way that is both incredibly different from what 
we know, while also being incredibly personal and insightful.” - Chris Donaldson



Cast & Crew
Starring
Randy Brososky – Azmodeus
Erika Conway – Nyx
Kimberley Philpott – Peresphone
Aaron Talbot – Xaphan

Guest Starring
Dan Bradford – Mammon
Nicole Grainger – Valac
Mark Meer – Mephistophiles
Trevor Devall – Hades
Rodi Heatherington – The Supervisor
Vance Avery – Dying Man
Kieran Martin Murphy – Waltizarak Flashoal
Marla Renae – Kontra 
Chance Heck – Malphas 
Marliss Weber – Vetis 
Bill Moroziuk – Magathok
Owais Siddiqui – Oxezco
Skylar Radzion – Lilaya

Office Demons
Samantha Zubick
Ali Ross
Bob Fehr
Mary-Lou Drachenberg
Nikki Van Dusen
Kasia Brytan
Kingsley Leung
Kara Little
Sakura Tokuyama
Ashley Tallas

Producer
Chester Sit

Executive Producers
Randy Brososky
Bill Moroziuk
Marliss Weber

Created By
Randy Brososky

Written By
Randy Brososky

Directed By
Chris Donaldson

Director of Photography
Wes Miron

Production Designer
Myron Hyrak

Edited By
Weyme Teeter

Music By
Adrian Ellis

First Assistant Directors
Eric Spoeth
Kendall Gawryluk

Second Assistant Directors
Katrina Beatty
Barb Atamaniuk

Training Assistant Director 
Harrisen Distant

Stand-In
Harrisen Distant

Casting Associate
Kasia Brytan

Costume Designer
Kenya Hushagen

Wardrobe Assistant
Ana Simoes Marques

Daily Costumer
Nolanda Albers

Set Decorator
Jim Murray

Art Department Assistants
Sam Belliveau
Nathaniel Goselwitz

Property Master
Ryan Halun

Key Make-Up Artist
Cathy Nicoll

Special Effects Make-Up
Ashly McKessock

Hair & Makeup Daily
Rebecca Klassen



Location Manager
Samantha Quantz

Camera Operators
Oliver Lessard
Lindsay Robinson
Lindsay McIntyre

First Assistant Camera
Dan Crittenden

Second Assistant Camera
Emily Bruinsma

Camera Trainee
Kimi Tanaka

Gaffer & Key Grip
Dean Davey

Best Boys
Thaimu Turay
Jake Weidman
Amir Krameddine
Jamie McRae
Jarred Datu

Lamp Op
Jared Datu

Digital Imaging Technician
Jennifer Hart

Stunt Coordinator
Janine Waddell

Stunt Performer
Eric Beaudoin

Stunt Safety
Chelsea Thompson

Sound Mixer
Micah Henry

Boom Operators
Mark Guico
Kieran Jardine

Production Assistants
Jocelyn Palmer
Bob L’Hereux
Andrew Corsmeier
Sakura Tokuyama

Social Media
Jasmin Joe
Mikiko Van Horn

Opening Sequence
Jump Studios

Audio Post Production
Ian Armstrong
Wolf Willow Studios

Visual Effects
Ryan Iddiols

Colourist
Ryan Westley

BTS Video
Ian Jackson

BTS Stills
Eric Kozakiewicz

Craft Services
Heather D. Swain

Catering
Chris Delaney

Production Accounting
Horst Weber

Produced with the Assistance of
The Government of Alberta, Alberta Media Fund

The Canadian Film or Video Production Tax Credit

Made possible with funding from STORYHIVE

Financing made possible by ATB Financial



Festivals and Awards
Necessary Evil has won Best Webseries at the Blood In The Snow Canadian Film Festival and Best 
Screenwriter (Drama Under 30 Minutes) at the Alberta Motion Picture Industry Rosie Awards.

Nominations from the Alberta Motion Picture Industry Rosie Awards include Best Webseries (Fiction), Best 
Performance By An Alberta Actor, Best Cinematographer (Drama Under 30 Minutes), Best Costume Designer 
and Best Make-Up and Hair. Nominations from Die Seriale include Best Series and Best Production Design.

The World Premiere was at the Edmonton International Film Festival, the European Festival Premiere will be 
at Die Seriale, and other screenings include Gen Con, the Sicily Web Festival, the Websiode Film Festival and 
the Blood In The Snow Canadian Film Festival. 

Social Media
#necessaryevilseries

Facebook: facebook.com/necessaryevilwebseries

Instagram: @necessaryevilseries

Twitter: @Hell_LLP

Trailer: vimeo.com/287746724

Website: necessaryevilseries.com

Contact
Randy Brososky

Group of Rogues

Email: randy_b@groupofrogues.com

Phone: +1 (780) 906-6297

Website: groupofrogues.com

Publicity Assets
Box Art, Posters, Promo Images, Stills, High Resolution BTS Photos and Credits, and BTS Video: 
necessaryevilseries.com/publicity-assets

Password: InTheDetails


